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WhatWhat’’s On The Journey. . .s On The Journey. . .

 Are You A Are You A MetacogMetacog??
 The Essentials of The Essentials of DaybookingDaybooking
 Creative Creative DaybookingDaybooking
 Analytic/Evaluative Analytic/Evaluative DaybookingDaybooking
 How (notHow (not what what) Are You Thinking?) Are You Thinking?
 So What?So What?



W  I  I  F  MW  I  I  F  M



What is What is MetacognitionMetacognition??

 Meta--derived from ancient Greek; Meta--derived from ancient Greek; ““pertainingpertaining
toto”” or  or ““aboutabout””

 MetacognitionMetacognition: knowledge about cognition: knowledge about cognition
 Knowledge about learning *and* about how toKnowledge about learning *and* about how to

use that learning by applying it to futureuse that learning by applying it to future
activitiesactivities



Cycle of DevelopingCycle of Developing
MetacognitionMetacognition

 Writer Completes AssignmentWriter Completes Assignment
 Writer Reflects on Process and ProductWriter Reflects on Process and Product
 Writer Previews Next Assignment andWriter Previews Next Assignment and

Anticipates ChallengesAnticipates Challenges
 Writer Plans Approach to Next AssignmentWriter Plans Approach to Next Assignment



I Never Met A Cog I DidnI Never Met A Cog I Didn’’t Liket Like
        (ha ha ha)(ha ha ha)..

 The Great Car RaceThe Great Car Race
 ““AA”” Person is the Performer Person is the Performer
 ““BB”” Person is the Recorder Person is the Recorder
 ““AA”” Solves the problem thinking out loud Solves the problem thinking out loud
 ““BB”” Records everything  Records everything ““AA”” does, says does, says



Empowering ThinkersEmpowering Thinkers

 Recognizing Learning ModalitiesRecognizing Learning Modalities
 AuditoryAuditory
 VisualVisual
 KinestheticKinesthetic
 TactileTactile

 Identifying Thinking StylesIdentifying Thinking Styles
 Concrete/AbstractConcrete/Abstract
 Sequential/RandomSequential/Random



Empowering Writers:Empowering Writers:
Roles and the Writing ProcessRoles and the Writing Process

 MadmanMadman
 Ideas, author, feeling, energyIdeas, author, feeling, energy
 Subjective-personalSubjective-personal

 ArchitectArchitect
 Paragraphs, argument, thinking, intuitionParagraphs, argument, thinking, intuition
 Subjective-impersonalSubjective-impersonal

 CarpenterCarpenter
 Sentences, craft, acting, integritySentences, craft, acting, integrity
 Objective-personalObjective-personal

 JudgeJudge
 Mechanics, audience, seeing, critical intellectMechanics, audience, seeing, critical intellect
 Objective-impersonalObjective-impersonal

(Betty S. Flowers, Language Arts, (Betty S. Flowers, Language Arts, VolVol. 58, No. 7, 10/81). 58, No. 7, 10/81)



Metacognition Metacognition and Daybooksand Daybooks
 Empowering students to understand how they thinkEmpowering students to understand how they think——and thatand that

they are in control of what they do with thatthey are in control of what they do with that
informationinformation——serves as the foundation for the individualserves as the foundation for the individual
creation of that journal.creation of that journal.

 In other words, it first gives the student the space and theIn other words, it first gives the student the space and the
““permissionpermission”” to be him or herself without judgment. Then, it to be him or herself without judgment. Then, it
provides understanding to why and how s/he is provides understanding to why and how s/he is daybookingdaybooking..

 Finally, the purposes of writing transcend grades andFinally, the purposes of writing transcend grades and
assessments.assessments.

 ““At the end of the year, I couldnAt the end of the year, I couldn’’t stop. I cant stop. I can’’t imagine nott imagine not
writing in my daybook anymore than I can imagine notwriting in my daybook anymore than I can imagine not
breathing.breathing.”” ~lacey~ ~lacey~



The Daybook Essentials:The Daybook Essentials: Querencia Querencia

 Your Space, Your Home, Your Wanting PlaceYour Space, Your Home, Your Wanting Place
(Heard)(Heard)

 Writing Daily: Keep the Fountain FlowingWriting Daily: Keep the Fountain Flowing
(that means us, too)(that means us, too)

 Dare to Take RisksDare to Take Risks——YOU Are in ControlYOU Are in Control
 The Discovery of Voice, Discovery of YouThe Discovery of Voice, Discovery of You
 Getting Small (Fletcher): ItGetting Small (Fletcher): It’’s In the Detailss In the Details
 Relevance: Suddenly, Everything MattersRelevance: Suddenly, Everything Matters



The Creative Daybook:The Creative Daybook:
Watcher at the GatesWatcher at the Gates……BE GONE!BE GONE!

 YOUR Writing History (breaking down that firstYOUR Writing History (breaking down that first
wall)wall)

 Brain Drain (Bridget)Brain Drain (Bridget)
 Free Write (general)Free Write (general)
 Vomit (specific, Lacey-Vomit (specific, Lacey-””I knew no one would readI knew no one would read

it if I didnit if I didn’’t want them to.t want them to.”” mv2) mv2)
 Three Minutes (writing small)Three Minutes (writing small)
 In The CafIn The Caféé (writing cinematically) (writing cinematically)
 Digging Deep (writing from experience)Digging Deep (writing from experience)
 On the Continuum (taking risks)On the Continuum (taking risks)



W/P/SW/P/S
Your Turn:Your Turn:

What Will You Do InWhat Will You Do In
Your Classroom?Your Classroom?



Analytic and Evaluative:Analytic and Evaluative:
Synthesis MattersSynthesis Matters

 Summary and Reaction/ApplicationSummary and Reaction/Application
 Midsummer (9, Favorite characters, self-Midsummer (9, Favorite characters, self-

esteem)esteem)
 TKAM (9, outsider, life as a 5-year-old)TKAM (9, outsider, life as a 5-year-old)
 Catcher (10, loss of innocence, (ImagineCatcher (10, loss of innocence, (Imagine

and Watching the Wheels)and Watching the Wheels)



Analytic and Evaluative contAnalytic and Evaluative cont’’d.d.

 Great Gatsby (11, Pictures of You, Looking at lifeGreat Gatsby (11, Pictures of You, Looking at life
from various from various POVsPOVs))

 Transcendental vs. Industrial (11, Walden Project,Transcendental vs. Industrial (11, Walden Project,
Telegraph Road/Chicago)Telegraph Road/Chicago)

 Cuckoo (12, Welcome to the Machine, art/words)Cuckoo (12, Welcome to the Machine, art/words)
 Things They Carried (12, Lemon Tree)Things They Carried (12, Lemon Tree)



LaceyLacey’’s Big Project: I-Searchs Big Project: I-Search
 Study an American writerStudy an American writer’’s influence on America.s influence on America.
 Relevance: How does this relate back to you?Relevance: How does this relate back to you?
 Maya AngelouMaya Angelou’’s frustrations frustration……saw what life was like at ansaw what life was like at an

early age.early age.
 Lacey relates. Sees similar struggles with her own life.Lacey relates. Sees similar struggles with her own life.
 Lacey uses Lit & Life & Daybook & I-Search to focus moreLacey uses Lit & Life & Daybook & I-Search to focus more

on finding out what she needed to do to get to where she wantson finding out what she needed to do to get to where she wants
to be.to be.



Analytic and Evaluative contAnalytic and Evaluative cont’’d.d.

 Reading/Thinking/Writing Connection (Lacey,Reading/Thinking/Writing Connection (Lacey,
I-Search)I-Search)

 Prediction (What Happens Next)Prediction (What Happens Next)
 Mid-Terms and Finals (Reaping the Benefits)Mid-Terms and Finals (Reaping the Benefits)
 Formative vs. Summative AssessmentFormative vs. Summative Assessment

(Langley, (Langley, LovernLovern))



Langley on Writing SmallLangley on Writing Small

 "Through my writings, I have learned about what a writer needs and"Through my writings, I have learned about what a writer needs and
how a writer thinks. A writer needs to think about the bigger the issuehow a writer thinks. A writer needs to think about the bigger the issue
the smaller you write. In the creative nonfiction I wrote, titled the smaller you write. In the creative nonfiction I wrote, titled A NightA Night
With GodWith God, I realized that I needed to write small. The first draft I wrote, I realized that I needed to write small. The first draft I wrote
was very boring and not emotional. Then we were given the quote towas very boring and not emotional. Then we were given the quote to
write small, the bigger the issue. I took a sample from that story andwrite small, the bigger the issue. I took a sample from that story and
re-wrote it in my Daybook entry. Keeping in mind that I needed tore-wrote it in my Daybook entry. Keeping in mind that I needed to
write smaller. In the first rough draft of the creative nonfiction story, Iwrite smaller. In the first rough draft of the creative nonfiction story, I
started it off by only describing what was going on. Then in mystarted it off by only describing what was going on. Then in my
daybook, after we heard the quote, I wrote details about everything.daybook, after we heard the quote, I wrote details about everything.
Instead of just saying we sat on the chairs in a circle, I changed it toInstead of just saying we sat on the chairs in a circle, I changed it to
say, "The eight of us sat closely together on the hard wooden chairssay, "The eight of us sat closely together on the hard wooden chairs
in a circle. We sat somewhat uncomfortably on wooden chairs, as thein a circle. We sat somewhat uncomfortably on wooden chairs, as the
white paint chipped away from the shifting of our bodies."white paint chipped away from the shifting of our bodies."



Lovern Lovern on Taking Riskson Taking Risks
 "Dude, I'm not sure what I'm doing here so I'll just 'go with it.' And"Dude, I'm not sure what I'm doing here so I'll just 'go with it.' And

there it is. 'Go with it.' Three important words when writing. That'sthere it is. 'Go with it.' Three important words when writing. That's
what I learned about writing. Go with it. Yes, a writer needs to havewhat I learned about writing. Go with it. Yes, a writer needs to have
control, have strong writing, develop characters, plot, storyline, etc.control, have strong writing, develop characters, plot, storyline, etc.
Those are all things a writer must [embrace], but to me the mostThose are all things a writer must [embrace], but to me the most
important thing a writer needs is the ability to just go with it. Haveimportant thing a writer needs is the ability to just go with it. Have
the courage and charisma to take your writing down a path it's neverthe courage and charisma to take your writing down a path it's never
traveled. Maybe it's the wrong path, maybe it's the right one, whotraveled. Maybe it's the wrong path, maybe it's the right one, who
knows. At least you have the 'guts' to go with it. A time where I justknows. At least you have the 'guts' to go with it. A time where I just
went with it was during my nonfiction narrative went with it was during my nonfiction narrative KissKiss. I had the. I had the
opportunity to share a story in my life. I took a risk and wrote aboutopportunity to share a story in my life. I took a risk and wrote about
my first kiss. By doing this I was able to open myself up."my first kiss. By doing this I was able to open myself up."



W/P/SW/P/S
Your Turn:Your Turn:

What Will You Do InWhat Will You Do In
Your Classroom?Your Classroom?



So What?So What?
 When we provide a safe environment for ourWhen we provide a safe environment for our

students and encourage them to have astudents and encourage them to have a
querencia querencia where they can learn and understandwhere they can learn and understand
how they think, experiment with language,how they think, experiment with language,
take risks, and be in control of their writingtake risks, and be in control of their writing
and its outcomes, we provide a foundation forand its outcomes, we provide a foundation for
lifelong learning that reaches far beyond ourlifelong learning that reaches far beyond our
classroom walls. We provide the opportunityclassroom walls. We provide the opportunity
for them to embrace the power of writing, andfor them to embrace the power of writing, and
use that power in any class, any professionuse that power in any class, any profession
long after they graduate.long after they graduate.



Good luckGood luck…….and keep writing!.and keep writing!
Feel free to share whatFeel free to share what’’s working for you and fors working for you and for

your young writers.your young writers.

Rus VanWesterveltRus VanWestervelt
theoldmanse@gmail.comtheoldmanse@gmail.com
443-834-9489443-834-9489
www.www.rusvwrusvw.net.net

Let’s Keep In Touch. . .



John Milton, 1645, John Milton, 1645, LL’’AllegroAllegro::
The origins of Trip! The Live Fantastic!The origins of Trip! The Live Fantastic!

Haste thee nymph, and bring with theeHaste thee nymph, and bring with thee
Jest and youthful Jollity,Jest and youthful Jollity,

Quips and Cranks, and wanton Wiles,Quips and Cranks, and wanton Wiles,
Nods, and Nods, and BecksBecks, and Wreath, and Wreathèèd Smiles,d Smiles,

Such as hang on Such as hang on Hebe's Hebe's cheek,cheek,
And love to live in dimple sleek;And love to live in dimple sleek;
Sport that wrinkled Care derides,Sport that wrinkled Care derides,

And Laughter holding both his sides.And Laughter holding both his sides.
Come, and trip it as ye goCome, and trip it as ye go
On the light On the light fantastick fantastick toe,toe,

And in thy right hand lead with thee,And in thy right hand lead with thee,
The Mountain Nymph, sweet Liberty;The Mountain Nymph, sweet Liberty;

And if I give thee And if I give thee honour honour due,due,
Mirth, admit me of thy crewMirth, admit me of thy crew

To live with her, and live with thee,To live with her, and live with thee,
In In unreprovunreprovèèd d pleasures free;pleasures free;


